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The 3900 Plush upholstery is designed with features ideal for any practice. Wide at the elbow and tapering in directly at the shoulder, 
the chair’s backrest allows for close access to the patient while accommodating people of all sizes. Patients will enjoy the comfort of 
ample lumbar support, high-quality foam and standard glove-soft Ultraleather™ upholstery.

Forest 3900 Plush

Aluminum Back Thin Back Sleek Design



The Memory Comfort upholstery option is an exceptional selection for long procedures or for those who are especially concerned 
with the patient experience. Simply stated, this upgrade makes it the most comfortable patient chair available today. With an 
unprecedented three inches of Aerus memory foam layered atop a five inch base of high density foam, Forest’s Memory Comfort 
offers support where it’s needed most, particularly the lumbar area. Patients will enjoy pillow-like comfort comparable to the finest 
luxury memory foam mattress. Opt for the Soft-touch Massage and Knee Pillow-your patients won’t stop talking about his or her 
dental experience, a very powerful marketing tool indeed.

Forest 3900 Memory Comfort

Knee Pillow Back Massage Memory Foam Headrest



If you need more space when working around the patient, the 3900 Narrow Back—with or without slings—is a smart choice. The 
optional slings lend a feeling of extra support to patients of any size, especially children. They also provide a contact barrier between 
you and your patient to help them feel relaxed and at ease. The 3900 slings are enhanced with a unique stiffening web at the elbow 
to prevent  collapsing. The Narrow Back chair, with or without slings, could be the upholstery alternative that best suits your needs.

Forest 3900 Narrow Back With or Without Slings

Pedo Wedge Narrow Back Option Supportive Slings

Plush Back Option

Narrow Back Option
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Forest Dental 

Every Detail Done Well
Affordable Excellence signifies Forest’s commitment to providing the same quality of material and 
workmanship as the big name brands for less. We use the highest quality bearings, hydraulics, surface 
treatments and electronics available, while placing an even greater focus on gaps, tolerances, fit and 
finish than our competition.

Easy Release

Pinch Release Headrest

Touch Pad Robust Engineering Durable Pressure Formed Plastic

Contrast Stitching Cast Aluminum Back and Base

Solid Stainless Drop Down Design

*  sales videos available online at forestdental.com
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